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Federal Trade Commission Reaches Back to 
Divest New Drug Acquisition   
BY MICHAEL P. A. COHEN 

In an untypical move, the Federal Trade 
Commission has filed a lawsuit against Ovation 
Pharmaceuticals to divest Ovation’s recent 
acquisition of new drug NeoProfen. At the time of 
the acquisition, NeoProfen was pending FDA 
approval and the dollar amounts for the 
transaction did not meet Hart Scott Rodino 
(HSR) thresholds for notification and merger 
review. According to the FTC complaint, Ovation 
had previously acquired Indocin, the only other 
treatment for PDA, a congenital heart disorder in 
premature newborns. The FTC claims that after 
the acquisition, Ovation raised the price of 
Indocin 1300% and set the price for NeoProfen 
at the same levels. The Commission is seeking 
divestiture and disgorgement. And two 
commissioners indicated they would seek to 
unwind both Ovation acquisitions. 

Background 

According to the FTC, Indocin and NeoProfen are 
the only two pharmaceuticals available in the 
U.S. to treat patent ductus areriosus (PDA), a 
congenital heart disorder in newborn infants. 
Surgery is the only other alternative. 
Pharmaceutical treatment is preferred and 
hospitals purchase PDA for neonatal intensive 
care units. Hospitals use the pharmaceutical 
treatments for an estimated 30,000 patient 
cases each year. 

The FTC complaint alleges that Ovation acquired 
Indocin in 2005. At the time Indocin was the 
only FDA-approved treatment for PDA. One year 
later in 2006, Ovation purchased the rights to 
NeoProfen. The FTC claims that Ovation raised 
prices for Indocin from $36 to $500 per vial after 
purchasing the rights to NeoProfen. Months later 
when Ovation launched NeoProfen, it set prices 
at similar levels. 

At the time Ovation acquired rights to 
NeoProfen, the drug was not on the market, but 
near the end of the pipeline cycle pending FDA 
approval. The transaction fell below HSR merger 
reporting thresholds, and was therefore not 
noticed to the antitrust agencies for review. 

The FTC’s Complaint and Concurring 
Commissioners 

The Commission filed a lawsuit in the United 
States District Court for the District of Minnesota 
for violations of Clayton Act Section 7, which 
prohibits acquisitions that substantially lessen 
competition or create a monopoly. The FTC also 
claims that Ovation monopolized the market for 
PDA treatments by acquiring NeoProfen in 
violation of Sherman Act Section 2. More 
specifically the complaint claims that the 
acquisition willfully maintained the monopoly 
Ovation acquired with Indocin. For good 
measure, the complaint also references a 
violation of FTC Act Section 5, though the 
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allegation did not receive separate billing by way 
of a count in the complaint. See Federal Trade 
Commission v. Ovation Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 
(D. Minn. Dec. 16, 2008). 

The complaint seeks to divest NeoProfen and 
disgorge Ovation’s profits from sale of the two 
drugs. 

Commissioner Leibowitz filed a concurring 
statement calling Ovation’s conduct 
“profiteering” that is not only illegal but immoral. 
“It should be obvious that under antitrust law a 
monopolist cannot buy a likely entrant product 
even if that product is not an exact substitute for 
the existing one,” Commissioner Leibowitz 
explained. 

Commissioner Rosch issued a concurring 
statement going farther than the challenge to 
Ovation’s NeoProfen acquisition. Commissioner 
Rosch would have challenged Ovation’s 
acquisition of Indocin, on grounds that the drug’s 
prior owner did not raise the price for 
“reputational” reasons and Ovation’s purchase 
removed this alleged constraint. Commissioner 
Rosch cited the fact that Ovation did not 
manufacture Indocin after acquiring it, taking 
the drug under a long term supply agreement 
but changing the brand affiliation. Citing two 
cases from the 1960s, this “reputational effects” 
theory, according to Commissioner Rosch, is 
actionable even though completely outside the 
traditional effects tests for horizontal or vertical 
acquisitions: “[i]t could be seen as a variant of a 
number of Supreme Court and lower federal 
court cases that have held that a transaction 
that may result in a substantial lessening of 
competition or create a monopoly due to 
considerations neither horizontal or vertical 
in nature will violate Section 7.” (Emphasis 
supplied.) Commissioner Rosch would challenge 
the acquisition of Indocin as an unlawful 
acquisition of monopoly power and the 
acquisition of NeoProfen as unlawful 
maintenance of monopoly power. Commissioner 
Leibowitz agrees. 

Takeaways 

The FTC’s Ovation complaint, and the concurring 
statements of two Commissioners stressing the 
action, send a number of important signals: 

• The FTC is clearly bothered in this 
matter by actual price increases 
following an acquisition that escaped 
review under the HSR reporting 
thresholds. That alone should remind 
companies to apply early internal 
antitrust scrutiny to all transactions that 
can raise competitive implications, 
regardless of size or reporting. In the 
pharmaceutical industry, this admonition 
carries particular significance given the 
number of transactions below HSR 
thresholds, particularly concerning 
“pipeline” products or science 
contributing to those products, including 
patents. 

• Compounding this exercise, 
pharmaceutical companies in pipeline 
innovation races may not always be 
thinking of competitive implications, but 
may instead be more focused on the 
science, including acquiring science that 
could accelerate the pipeline innovation, 
even when the science might otherwise 
be a competitive constraint. It is unclear 
how this challenge should change any 
course of conduct with respect to 
pipeline products, but a Clayton Act box 
may be a prudent part of the checklist 
for pharmaceutical acquisitions that are 
not otherwise reportable. 

• Also notable in the FTC’s action is the 
request for disgorgement, a unique 
remedy that the Commission has in its 
arsenal but uses sparingly. This lawsuit 
may add another brick in the wall 
defining disgorgement remedies and 
when the FTC will use this weapon. 

• Most notable, however, is the FTC’s 
discussion of the reputational effects 
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theory that two commissioners would 
have used to challenge Ovation’s initial 
acquisition of Indocin, despite the fact 
that Ovation was not otherwise in the 
market at that time and had no 
competing product. With two of the five 
sitting Commissioners advocating use of 
this expansive theory of Section 7, an 
intriguing set of questions will await 
President-elect Obama’s nominee to 
serve as FTC Chair or to fill seats that 
open on the Commission early in his 
term.  

Three other broad implications are worth noting 
for the incoming Obama Administration.  

First, the Ovation discussion may be prelude to 
the more active enforcement that President-Elect 
Obama has signaled for health care and 
pharmaceutical industry transactions. 

Second, the absence of the reputational effects 
theory in the Horizontal Merger Guidelines 
underscores the ABA Antitrust Section’s recent 
report to President Obama’s transition team 
indicating the Guidelines should be revised to 
incorporate theories the antitrust agencies apply. 
This theory would appear to be one that would 
generate some controversial discussion in that 
undertaking. 

Third, the antitrust pundits have predicted that a 
main zone of antitrust difference between 
Obama and outgoing Bush enforcers will be in 
unilateral restraints – single-firm conduct that is 
actionable under Section 2 of the Sherman Act. 
The concurring statements to the FTC’s Ovation 
complaint appear to be a step in that direction.

  

Michael Cohen is a partner in Paul Hastings’ Global Competition Practice, resident in the firm’s Washington, 
D.C. office. 
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If you have any questions concerning these developing issues, please do not hesitate to contact any of the 
following Paul Hastings lawyers: 

Atlanta 
 
Richard M. Asbill 
404-815-2236 
rickasbill@paulhastings.com 

Los Angeles 
 
Michael K. Lindsey 
213-683-6262 
michaellindsey@paulhastings.com 

New York 
 
Barry G. Sher  
212-318-6085 
barrysher@paulhastings.com 
 
Kevin C. Logue 
212-318-6039 
kevinlogue@paulhastings.com 

Paris  
 
Pierre Kirch 
+33-1-42-99-04-23 
pierrekirch@paulhastings.com 

 San Francisco 
 
Kevin C. McCann 
415-856-7064 
kevinmccann@paulhastings.com  

Washington, D.C. 

Kirby D. Behre 
202-551-1719 
kirbybehre@paulhastings.com 

Michael P.A. Cohen  
202-551-1880 
michaelcohen@paulhastings.com 
 
Hamilton Loeb 
202-551-1711 
hamiltonloeb@paulhastings.com 
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